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Linsanity:
Lightning Strikes Again
Joel Katz
Sports Editor, Senior

For the past few weeks,
some guy named Jeremy
Lin has taken the sporting world by a storm. For
those of you that just rolled
your eyes at me, please let
me explain myself. I’m not
here to worship the dude—
you can just turn on ESPN
for that—but the recent
Lindemonium surrounding
the new basketball icon deserves some Linsplaining.
Why is everyone so Linfatuated? If you are one of
the people who managed
to stay clear of the allconsuming wave of Linsanity, one: I congratulate
you, and two: Jeremy Lin
is an Asian-American basketball player for the New
York Knicks who cracked
their starting roster seemingly out of nowhere, leading the team to a Linprobable (improbable) winning
streak. After graduating
from Harvard, he was
signed into the NBA as
a free agent in 2010. Lin
seemed destined to be a career benchwarmer, until he
was given an opportunity
to shine. He stunned the
world with his Lincredible
talent, including an absolutely Linsational knack
for driving to the basket.
I apologize for the obnoxious wordplay. The question is: why all the hoopla?
Let’s keep in mind, we’ve
seen this before. Remember Tim Tebow? Much like
Lin, Tebow led the NFL’s
Denver Broncos to a winning streak this year, and
dominated the spotlight
of his sport. Sports media
tend to overreact to stories that seem marketable
and buzz-worthy, but the
Tebow craze brought the
hype to a whole new level.
Never before had one athlete gone so quickly from
obscurity to being the
single most talked about
person in all of sports.
Even today, the one thing
the casual football fan re-

members from this past
season is Tebow-Mania—
even more than that big
Madonna concert all those
Patriots and Giants fans
went to see. But now, to
see another athlete skyrocket so suddenly to icon
status is truly astounding.
It’s the sports equivalent
of seeing Hailey’s comet
twice in the same year.
It just doesn’t happen.
So how could lightning strike the same place
twice? The answer is
multi-part: First, both Lin
and Tebow made a sig-

team, and each team won
games as a result. In fact,
both men turned around
struggling teams by seizing the spotlight and taking control of their game.
In Tebow’s case, the
quarterback led a desperate Denver Broncos team
to six consecutive wins
and a playoff berth, highlighted by a huge upset
victory over the Pittsburgh Steelers in overtime.
Along the way, Tebow engineered several longshot
fourth-quarter comebacks,
gaining popularity and
feeding the media-hype
machine with each one.
Lin, after he cracked
the starting lineup for his
New York Knicks, took
the team on a seven-game
winning streak, catapulting the Knicks from an
8-15 record to playing
.500 ball. In this shortened season, each NBA
game is more critical this
year, making Lin’s epic
run even more remarkable.
During this stretch, Lin
managed to score 20 or
more points in six straight
games, with a career-high
38 coming against Kobe
Bryant and the Lakers.
The contributions Lin and
Tebow have made to their
teams during games are undeniable, but they are only
small factors in each man’s
rise to super-stardom. Both
men also have unique, de-

their stories even easier
for the media to glorify.
For Tebow, his proud
display of his strong
Christian faith has generated tons of publicity. He
unknowingly incited an
internet sensation called
“Tebowing” with his pregame ritual of kneeling in
prayer. Much like “planking,” “Tebowing” occurs
when fans take pictures
of themselves kneeling in
prayer in extreme places or unique situations.
Tebowing aside, Tebow’s
faith only contributed to
the buzz surrounding his
amazing comebacks, even
prompting some theorists to cite divine intervention as the cause for
his (or His…?) success.
Although Lin is an outspoken Christian himself, religion is not the main reason
for his fame. Lin’s Asian
heritage (he’s Taiwanese)
is what adds even more
hysteria to his Linderella
story. He is one of very few
players in the history of
the NBA to be of Asian descent, none of whom have
received as much publicity as Lin. This makes for
an even more compelling
storyline which complements Lin’s dramatic
turnaround of the Knicks.
Both Lin and Tebow
have seen a huge rise in
their popularity due to
these unique qualities. But
another factor altogether
is the key for the athletephenom epidemic to take
hold among sports fans.
The third factor in the
perfect storm that has
spawned Linsanity and
Tebow Mania is the rise of

Twitter. Becoming more
and more popular among
the masses, Twitter is used
by people, including pro
athletes and fans alike,
to post real-time updates,
opinions, thoughts, questions, concerns, or musings about anything and
everything (i.e. “tweet”).
Even if you are not a Twitset them apart from other ter user, I think you can
athletes in their sport, and see where this is headed.
these characteristics make
It seemed like every

single Sunday during Tim
Tebow’s unbelievable run
that Twitter would explode
with shocked, excited, belated, and simply dumbstruck tweets about the
God-on-Earth performing
fourth-quarter
miracles.
Similarly, the 11-day
span of Jeremy Lin and the
Knicks’ seven-game winning streak was riddled with
awestruck tweets about
Lin’s continuing success.
ple thought Lin’s success
soon realized that this was
not the case. Lin’s following grew exponentially
with each of the Knicks’
seven wins in a row, as
Twitter exploded nearly
every night to the theme
of “Lin does it again!”
The term “Linsanity” was
coined as an attempt to describe the unexpected, and
Linspirational, hot streak
for Lin and the Knicks.
Twitter is a powerful tool,
and it is responsible for
accelerating the hype surrounding Lin and Tebow
and blowing it up tremendously. Trending topics on
Twitter spread faster than a
with Linsanity and Tebow
Mania as prime examples.
During the reign of the
two athletes (Lin’s might
not be over, especially if
the Knicks make the playoffs), nobody could escape
Twitter, or the internet, for
that matter, without seeing or hearing the hype.
These factors have allowed for the Tebow-Lin
Effect to have a huge impact on today’s sports atmosphere, and on society
itself. It is highly possible
that another athlete in the
near future could generate
a comparable hype-storm
if he is unique enough
to stand out amongst the
crowd, while being good
cant impact on his team.
The Twitter thing will take
care of itself, trust me.
Let’s just hope to God it’s
someone on the Red Sox.

MHS SENIORS:
The annual rafting trip to the Penobscot River in
Maine is coming up!

Mustache
March
Grows at MHS
Matt Lieberson
Editor-in-Chief, Senior

Marblehead High School
sees a lot of fundraisers.
Many MHS organizations sell festive items in
the cafeteria, while others
hold events, such as dances. But never before has
Marblehead High, or even
the entire town of Marblehead, seen a fundraiser like
the one that Student Government is putting on this
month-Mustache March.
Yep, Mustache March.
This idea is the brainchild
of MHS math teacher Mr.
Giardi, who did a similar thing back at Salem
High School. The way it
works is that MHS teachers and seniors team up in
groups of 4. Collectively,
all 4 must grow mustaches. Throughout the month,
students will be able to
donate money to the team
who they think have the
best (or worst) mustaches.
There are eliminations
each week, and the team
who has the most money at
the end of the week wins.
They get to donate half of
the overall earnings to the
charity of their choosing,
and they become Monarchs of the Mustache. The
other half of the money
goes to the Team Z Cancer
Walk that Student Government does with the North
Shore Medical Center
Cancer Walk each year.
One of the co-presidents
of Student Government,
Jen Taranto, is extremely excited for this event.
“This should be one of the
most amusing fundraisers
that the school has seen!”
Taranto said. “Hopefully

it raises a lot of money for
a great cause.” Taranto,
along with me and the rest
of Student Government,
worked hard to put this
event on. Student Government initially thought the
idea was a joke. But when
the group thought about
it, it became an extremely fun idea to run with.
Of course, the event
would be nothing without the mustaches. Many
teachers are slated to participate, including Mr.
Giardi, who has a team
of himself and other football coaches. Mr. Venezia,
who already sports a killer
mustache, would have to
shave his mustache off
and restart to participate.
Though a valiant effort
was made, Mr. McLean
was not convinced to shave
his trademark beard to participate. When asked why
not, McLean responded,
“I’ve had this beard for
10 years. I’m not even
sure if I have a chin anymore.” From the seniors,
Oliver Gregory is excited
at a mustache. Gregory
was known for his beard at
the end of football season,
so the mustache could get
interesting. But Taranto’s
favorites to win? “It has
to be the girls.” Yes, girls.
There is actually a group
of girls who plan to wear
fake mustaches all month,
which is extremely impressive if they can keep it up.
The facial-haired festivities about to hit the
high school are unprecedented. The amount of
scruff that will be seen
hasn’t been present since
No-Shave
November.
And to all those participating-handlebars
are
encouraged.

Save the Date!
MHS Senior Show
March 14 and 15

Forms and payment are due ASAP!

Hosted by
Joel Katz and

See Ms. Clough, Matt Lieberson,
or Cailin Daley for more information.

Zach Romanovsky
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